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The finance and accounting value chain and focus of this report

Treasury and risk management

Internal audit

Budgeting and forecasting

Capital budgeting

Management reporting & analysis

Regulatory reporting & compliance

Record-to-Report (R2R)

General accounting

Vendors Order-to-Cash (O2C)

Sourcing 
support & catalog 

management
Requisition-to-PO Travel & expense Billing Order managementAccounts receivable

Procure-to-Pay (P2P)

End-to-end process-driven definition of F&A 

Accounts payable

Taxation

Financial Planning & Analysis (FP&A)

Covered under procurement Covered under supply chain

Focus of this report

Customer
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Background of the research

Scope of this report:

Geography Industry Process coverage
Global All Record-to-report

Record-to-Report (R2R) is a complex F&A process area that provides critical insights into a company’s strategic, financial, and operational business performance to relevant stakeholders, 
and is also the custodian of all organizational data. As CFOs and finance teams work toward becoming strategic advisors to the business, many are short on time and resources while 
managing their R2R processes manually. They often struggle with disparate data, manual spreadsheets, localized processes, and multiple legacy systems that lack automated processes. 
Even for companies that have digitized their data, lack of proper information-sharing leads to poor process visibility and limits the ability to generate holistic insights. In today’s competitive 
business environment, market and economic volatility, and the changing regulatory environment, complexities for the R2R function are growing. Hence, finance leaders are under 
increasing pressure from internal and external stakeholders to address these pain points through increased and efficient technology intervention.

In this report, we discuss the R2R technology landscape and embedded next-generation technologies such as RPA, advanced analytics, and blockchain, and their role in future-proofing 
the R2R function. We also analyze the major R2R technology categories – treasury management systems, financial controls & automation suites, Corporate Performance Management 
(CPM), and business intelligence & analytics. 
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 Being the nerve center of the organization, R2R already faces traditional challenges such as manual processes, volume fluctuations, disparate 
systems, data security concerns, and low end-to-end visibility across processes 

 With increasing competition, pricing pressures, continued market and economic volatility, and changing regulatory environments, challenges for 
the already complex R2R process group are growing exponentially, impacting the efficiency and productivity of finance functions

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 The R2R technology landscape is highly fragmented with good overlap in functionalities across categories with varying degree of sophistication
 BI & analytics tools complement existing financial software and are leveraged in conjunction with one or more of the core R2R technologies; 

TMS assist in managing core financial activities relating to cash, assets, debt, banking, and risk and are leveraged to optimize cash & liquidity
 Financial controls & automation software are as a value-addition to existing ERP systems and addresses the gap left by traditional CPM suites 

by automating the account reconciliation process
 Embedded advanced technologies such as RPA, advanced analytics, and blockchain have a vital role in enhancing the sophistication of core 

R2R technologies 

R2R technology landscape 
and embedded advanced 
technologies

 There is an increase in need for talent with good technical and functional skill sets with rapid changes in R2R technology landscape; strong 
reskilling/upskilling programs with focus on collective intelligence across domain, digital, and professional skills are on the rise

 BPO service providers are well-positioned to enable technology transformation in the R2R, which is driving high-paced growth of the R2R 
outsourcing market

Future of R2R and emerging 
themes

The R2R function is the heart of the organization, impacting the firms’ operations, business strategy, and financial health. With increasing internal and external challenges that R2R is facing 
today, an increased and efficient technology intervention is highly imperative. In this report, we discuss the R2R technology landscape and embedded next-generation technologies, and their 
role in enabling the R2R function. We also discuss key technology categories within R2R, and the evolving talent and adoption considerations in this function.

Introduction and trends in 
R2R

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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This study offers three distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of R2R 
technology ecosystem; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Current trends and forward-looking shift within R2R R2R technology landscape 

Embedded advanced technologies in R2R Emerging theme – R2R BPO market growth

Piecemeal R2R functions Integrated R2R functions

Accounting Analyzing

Transactional R2R processes Strategic R2R processes

Standardization and stability Generate actionable insights

Human in the loop augmented
by basic automation Automation, analytics, AI-driven

Traditional focus Future focus

Technology enables the shift 
toward a forward looking R2R

Financial controls & automation

Core R2R solutions1

Treasury management systems

Business Intelligence (BI) and analytics suites

Data visualization/dashboardingBudgeting, planning, & forecasting

Emerging advanced technologies

 Cash & liquidity management
 Cash flow forecasting
 Risk & exposure management
 Investment & debt management
 Bank relations and administration

 General accounting
 Account reconciliations

 Budgeting, planning, & forecasting
 Performance reporting
 Disclosure management
 Strategic planning, BI, and analytics

 Regulatory reporting and compliance
 Intercompany reconciliation
 Consolidation and close management

Organization-wide analytics

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

 Caters to other organizational functions 
(beyond finance)

 Brings sophisticated visualization to data and 
information

 Caters to core R2R process requirements
 Highly fragmented landscape with good 

overlap in functionalities across categories 
with varying degree of sophistication

 Most ERPs have built-in modules with 
coverage across R2R processes. However, 
sophistication of features vary significantly

Corporate Performance 
Management (CPM) suites

Artificial Intelligence (AI) / 
Machine Learning (ML) Advanced analyticsBlockchainRobotic Process Automation 

(RPA)

1      There are multiple point solutions that focus on specific needs such as small-scale accounting software and disclosure management tools that are not covered in this report 

Advanced technologies Key enabling functionalities Current level of adoption Adoption potential

RPA & IDP  Complex reporting automation
 Automation of financial controls and approval workflows
 Automated data extraction, ingestion, and validation of data from multiple sources

Advanced analytics  Reporting/interactive visualization
 Persona-based insights
 Multi-dimensional scenario modelling
 Predictive/prescriptive analytics

Blockchain  Cryptographic security
 Shared and distributed ledgers
 Smart contracts
 Hyperledgers

Augm
ented by cognitive and AI/M

L-
based tools

Low High

Examples of R2R solutions developed by service providers leveraging in-house technologies and/or third-party R2R technology vendors

Cognitive Performance 
& Foresight Treasury DNA Smart Audit Reconciliations 3.0 Smart Recon 

Cora Finance Analytics
PowerMe

Digital Command Console
Infosys General Ledger Solutions

3.88 4.3
4.7

5.3

8.1

 The R2R technology landscape is a highly fragmented one, with no single one-stop-
solution for organizations’ R2R needs

 Many BPO service providers already have partnerships with most leading R2R 
technologies in conjunction with their own focused proprietary solutions, and can play an 
orchestrator role in this fragmented landscape 

 Leading service providers also have better talent management practices to address the 
need for function-/domain-specific and technical talent

 They can also provide further value-additions on top of technology through technology 
augmentation and/or services and targeted consulting

 This increase in need for techno-functional skillsets and growing sophistication in the R2R 
technology landscape will lead to growth in outsourcing of R2R processes

9-11%

14-16%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2023F

R2R BPO market size and growth
US$ million

10-13%

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

CAGR (2017-19)
YOY growth (2019-20)

X%

X%

X% Estimated growth (2020-23)
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